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My Users
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 The majority of my users in my testing
 understood Rest Stop’s functionality and were 
 all very receptive toward the questions I asked.  
 While most of these users were tested in
 real time, a few had to be tested over the phone  
 and zoom due to distance. 

 All of my interviews with users were
 conducted between the dates of 
 9/20/2021 and 9/22/2021.    

  



  

 

 

Script
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 Hello User,
 
 Thank you for taking the time
       to test my Apple Watch application Rest Stop.

 In this test, you will be asked questions on
 the apps appearance as well as its functionality. 
 In addition, background information and pre-test 
 questions will be asked. If there, are any
       questions, please ask them at this time. 

 Lets Begin!
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    “Will these apps be usable on the phone?”

 - Michelle

     “This app looks like its for people who go camping frequently.” -  

 - Michelle

    “I think this app looks great, I like the use of orange especially.”

 - Lila

     “I feel like this app would be good for people who like to travel.”

 - Cris
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    My summary of findings were:
    
    Across all my interviews, the majority of my users liked the use of the color
     orange throughout the app.

     In addition, most users agreed that the most important function of the app
     to adjust would be the rewards system.

     One of the users in particular related my appplication to another called AllTrails,
     which in one way is great, but in another way not so great because I want it to
     be a distinct experience for each new user.
 
     Based off of these user tests, it is now known that people are more willing to
     use my application if some of the features were to be tweaked, including button
     coloring and reformatting how some functionalities work.

     Lastly, I would have liked to collect more data regarding the maps part of the app,
     but the users did not have a problem with it at this time.
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    Some of my suggestions for improvement on the app were the following:

     Make more/change the colors of how certain buttons look.

     Add in real life awards to draw more users into the application, as well as clarify
     what rewards do and what “hits” are.

     Make the app as distinct as possible from competitor applications, by adding
     a new feature.

     Make a changing background option for the phone version of the app.

     

     Due to time constraints and limitations, the only features of the application that I can
     change at this time are the rewards and button colors. I could also clarify what rewards
     are, at least currently, and develop a better way to display them on the watch. In the end,
     testing with my users was a good experience that certainly helped me notice issues and
     inconsistencies within my design which will help me make the app the best it can
     currently be.
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